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OTHER Units taking a Firing Action:

Aircraft Rules

Units without Anti-Aircraft special abilities can only
target Aircraft Units with a Numbered, or Special Order
Token placed on their Recruitment Tile.
Only units with the Machine Gunner
and/or Anti-Aircraft special abilities can
take a Firing Action against Aircraft Units.
A Heavy Vehicle cannot use its Primary Weapon (red
outline) for a Firing Action against Aircraft Units, unless
this weapon has the Anti-Aircraft special ability.
Units with the Limited Range special
ability, as well as Units with a special
ability that makes use of any Template,
cannot fire at Aircraft Units.
Units with a Limited Firing Arc cannot fire
at Aircraft Units, unless these Units have the
Anti-Aircraft special ability. In this case, the
Limited Firing Arc is ignored.
All Units, not in Buildings, have
Clear Line of Sight to
any Aircraft Units except those “in the clouds”.

The aircraft rules of Heroes of Normandie/Stalingrad and
those of Heroes of Black Reach have been unified.

AIRCRAFT UNITS
Units with this special ability are not present on
the battlefield: they fly over it.
Aircraft Units are recruited with Aviation Tiles.
Aircraft Units can only take a Firing Action
when a Numbered or Special Order Token
is placed on their Recruitment Tile.

IN THE CLOUDS
When an Aircraft Unit has a Bluff Order Token on its
Recruitment Tile, it’s considered to be out of range
during the Activation Phase and can therefore
never be targeted by a Firing Action, not even by an
Anti-Aircraft unit.
Reveal the assigned Bluff Order Token at the beginning
of the Activation Phase.

SPEED penalty
IMPORTANT: Any unit (land and air) that takes a
Firing Action against an Aircraft Unit must always
apply the Speed Penalty.

Long Range penalty
IMPORTANT: NEVER apply the Long Range Penalty,
whenever an Aircraft Unit is involved in a Firing Action,
whether as attacker or target.

The Speed Penalty is determined by the numerical
difference between the Order Token of the firing unit
and that of the Aircraft Unit. Always subtract the
lowest value from the highest.

Aircraft taking a Firing Action:

The player whose Aircraft Unit was targeted must reveal the
Order Token if its value had not been disclosed yet.
Replace this Token face down again on the Aviation Tile
until the Aircraft Unit is Activated.

can target ground units or other Aircraft Units.
always get the +2 Attacking from the Rear bonus
when targeting a Heavy Vehicle.
always have Clear Line of Sight to every Unit,
except those inside Buildings.
Units using cover of any non-building terrain (woods,
hedges, defensive positions,... ) benefit from that terrain's
defensive bonus.
cannot spot concealed units.

If any unit with a Special Order Token targets an
Aircraft Unit with a Numbered Order Token, then the
Speed Penalty is the difference between the value of
the Aircraft Unit's Order Token and that of the last revealed
Numbered Order Token (of either player) before this Firing
Action.
However, if the target is an Aircraft with a Special Order
Token apply a standard -2 Speed Penalty instead.

Anti-Aircraft

OPPORTUNITY FIRE
A unit using Opportunity Fire in response to an
Aircraft that has fired, must use the value of the last
revealed Numbered Order Token to resolve the Speed Penalty.
Since this is the targeted Aircraft's own Order Token, the
Speed Penalty for Opportunity Fire is always 0.

Units with the Anti-Aircraft special ability can fire at an
Aircraft Unit, even if that Aircraft Unit does not have a
Numbered, or Special Order Token placed on its
Recruitment Tile.
However, a Unit with this special ability cannot fire at
any Aircraft Unit that is “in the clouds”.
Always add any bonus (+1, +2, ...) shown next to the
AA special ability, to the die roll.
If the target is an Aircraft with an Order Token:
calculate the Speed Penalty normally (see Speed Penalty).
If the target is an Aircraft without an Order Token: apply a
standard -2 Speed Penalty instead.

Example: An Aircraft Unit with Order Token #3
is targeted by a unit:
• with Order Token #2, the Speed Penalty (3-2) is 1.
• with Order Token #5, the Speed Penalty (5-3) is 2.
• with Order Token #3, the Speed Penalty (3-3) is 0.
• with Opportunity Fire, the Speed Penalty is 0.
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Roll a die, and apply the following result:
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If the test was made in the Activation Phase,
retry during the Supply Phase of the same Turn.
If the test was made in the Supply Phase, retry next Turn,
either during the Activation Phase if the Drop Pod was
given an Order Token, or during the Supply Phase.
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HoBR-DP-01-FRONT-OD-HoBR-027
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2 – Botched Landing
The Drop Pod, as well as all transported units,
X
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a Suppressed
Marker.
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Then follow all steps of the Proper Landing below.
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Each Drop Pod has its
corresponding Landing Marker.

1 – Delayed Landing
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Drop Pods are atmospheric assault
transports that are primarily used for
orbital insertion and planetary assaults
where achieving tactical surprise is
often an important factor.
Drop Pods make up the majority of
a Space Marine Chapter's means to
deploy its forces to the surface of a
planet quickly.
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Landing Test

DROP PODS

DROP POD LUCIUS
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3-6 – Proper Landing
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Place the Drop Pod counter so that it covers the 4 squares
adjacent to this Drop Pod’s Landing Marker and place its
Order Token on the Drop Pod.
Deploy
the transported
units (if any) on the
X
8
Drop Pod counter.
Transported Units can be activated normally (with an Order
Token in the Activation Phase, or without an Order Token in
the Supply Phase).
If the landing happened during the Activation Phase,
the Drop Pod can now take a Firing Action. The Drop Pod
Deathstorm can take two Firing Actions.
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Place the Drop Pod counter next to the battlefield.
Place the units transported with a Drop Pod on that
Drop Pod's counter. These units may be given an
Order Token in the Order Phase.
X
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Optionally, place any Drop Pod's
corresponding cross-shaped Landing Marker,
with its red crosshairs side facing up, on any
interspace of the battlefield. However, the
Landing Marker cannot be placed on an
interspace adjacent to an Objective Marker.
If the Landing Marker was not placed during deployment,
the Drop Pod cannot land until its marker is placed (during
the Activation or the Supply Phase).
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DEPLOYMENT

Landing on occupied squares

ORDER PHASE

Destroy any units or Structures (including vehicle
wrecks) which are completely or only partially
covered by a Drop Pod counter. In this case, all
transported units receive a Suppressed Marker (in addition to
the Suppressed Marker from a Botched Landing).

To land a Drop Pod in the Activation Phase,
place a Numbered or Special Order Token on
its Landing Marker on the battlefield.
Once a Drop Pod has landed, it is considered a
normal unit and may receive any Order Token (Bluff,
Special or Numbered).

Remove any Order Token from the Drop Pod and place
an Activated Marker on the counter.

ACTIVATION PHASE
When activated, a Drop Pod can either:
Make a Landing Test, if a Drop Pod has not yet landed
(see right-hand column).
OR
Take a Firing Action, if a Drop Pod has already landed.
The Drop Pod Deathstorm can take two Firing Actions.

New special ability
Dreadnought Transport

SUPPLY PHASE

The unit can transport one Dreadnought,
but not any infantry unit.

Make a Landing Test for any Drop Pod if its
corresponding Landing Marker is already on the battlefield.
OR
Place any Drop Pod's corresponding Landing Marker
that is not currently on the board, with its red
crosshairs side facing up, on any interspace of the
battlefield except interspaces adjacent to
Objective Markers.
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TELEPORTATION

TELEPORT STRIKE

During any phase, several units can be teleported to the
rediardnaL
same Teleport Strike Marker.

rediardnaL

DEPLOYMENT

A unit set aside during deployment, MUST be teleported
in the Activation phase after receiving a Numbered or
Special Order Token.
A unit set aside during deployment, may or may not be
teleported in the Supply phase after receiving a Bluff Order
Token or no Token at all.
Every teleported unit must make a Teleportation Test.

During deployment, set aside any units you wish to
teleport onto the battlefield.
Only infantry units can be teleported.
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Either place the Teleport Strike Marker on
the board during deployment or in any Supply
Phase.

Teleportation Test
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Units cannot be teleported in the Turn when the marker
was brought into play.
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Reroll the die, and apply the following result:
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4-6 :	• T
 he unit arrives but is all shook up,
loses its Order Token if it had one and
is given an Activated Marker.
• Cancel any declared Assaults.
•T
 he unit makes a Forced Move and ends its
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movement onto one of the free squares adjacent
to the Teleport Strike Marker. If none of these
squares are empty, the unit is Destroyed.
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well!
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2-3 :	The unit
got lost in the Warp. Set it aside.
The unit
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may be teleported again in a subsequent Turn.

The Teleport Strike Marker may point at
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terrain elements, or aredwall
as long as at least one
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arrows points at a passable square. It mayralso
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1 :	The unit disintegrates and is Destroyed in the Warp.

Each of the arrows must point toward
one of the adjacent
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squares, which may not in turn be adjacent to an
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dnaLObjective Marker.
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1-2 – Warp Accident
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with the arrows facing up, on any
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interspace (including corners or sides) on the battlefield.
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Roll a die, and apply the following result:
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Once placed, the Teleport Strike
Marker cannot be moved for the
duration of the game.
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PLACEMENT

Every teleported unit must make a Teleportation Test.
Declare any Assaults before making this test (see below).
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The unit arrives safe & sound!
After taking the test, the acting unit must then make a
Movement Action off the Teleportation Strike Marker.
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If there is an enemy unit on any square next to the
Teleport Strike Marker, then a teleported unit, with the
Assault ability, may make an Assault move towards said
adversaries.
The teleported unit is Destroyed if this Assault fails.
If a teleported unit (with the All is well! result) has no place
to go to other than a square with an enemy, then the
player may choose to refrain from teleporting this unit. Set
it aside and try to teleport it again in a subsequent Turn.
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